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Water vapor as an active scalar in tropical atmospheric dynamics
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Water vapor is a constituent of the tropical atmosphere which, though to a significant extent locally
controlled by vertical advection, precipitation, and surface evaporation, is also affected by
horizontal advection. Water vapor affects the flow in turn, because a humid atmosphere supports
deep, precipitating convection more readily than a dry atmosphere. Precipitation heats the
atmosphere, and this heating drives the flow. Water vapor is thus a dynamically active constituent.
Simplifications to the primitive equations of dynamical meteorology, based on the so-called weak
temperature gradient approximation, are presented which highlight this behavior. The weak
temperature gradient approximation is valid on large scales near the equator. It eliminates gravity
waves, leaving only balanced dynamics, though the fundamental balance occurs in the temperature
rather than the momentum equation~as is customary in most balance models of geophysical fluid
dynamics!. The dynamical role of water vapor is examined in a couple of idealized contexts, where
either the vertical or horizontal structure of the flow is severely simplified. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1480795#
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The study of atmospheric and oceanic dynamics has ben
efited from the development of ‘‘balance models’’ in
which fast inertia-gravity waves are eliminated. Such
models, of which the prototype is the quasigeostrophic
model, are economically expressed in terms of an active
scalar, known as the potential vorticity. Models of this
type have been useful primarily for describing the extra-
tropical flow, as they assume that the divergent flow is
negligible compared to the rotational flow and„relatedly…
that diabatic heating is unimportant, both very question-
able assumptions in the tropics. Here I describe a balance
model for the tropical atmospheric flow based on more
empirically appropriate assumptions. In this model the
balance is between heating„variations of which are domi-
nated by variations in precipitation… and vertical advec-
tion of potential temperature. Thus the precipitation
largely controls the divergent flow, which in turn controls
the rotational flow. Atmospheric water vapor is advected
by both components of the flow, and in turn its distribu-
tion influences the distribution of precipitation. Water va-
por is thus an active scalar in the tropical atmosphere,
and its role as such is highlighted in the balance mode
presented here.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current theoretical understanding of the large-scale
havior of theextratropicalatmosphere and oceans rests to
large extent on the concepts of balance and poten
vorticity.1 Reduced equation systems such as the quasi
strophic model,2 which express these concepts, can be
rived from systematic approximations based on scaling a
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ments in the limit of strong rotation and stratification~small
Rossby and Froude numbers! and weak viscosity and diaba
tic heating. These approximations eliminate fast inert
gravity waves, leaving only slow rotational motions. Th
only remaining linear wave mode is the Rossby wave, wh
restoring mechanism depends on the rotation and spher
of the earth. The model equations can be phrased in term
a scalar called the potential vorticity~PV!, a Lagrangian in-
variant for adiabatic and inviscid flow. Through the assum
tion of a diagnostic, instantaneous relationship between
mass and momentum fields~‘‘balance’’!, and given appropri-
ate boundary conditions, the entire flow—both mass and m
mentum fields—can be obtained from the PV distribution
solving an elliptic equation. Thus the entire flow dynamics
reduced to the dynamics of a single scalar which controls
own evolution.

Here I discuss thetropical atmosphere, to which the no
tion of balance has historically been applied with rather l
success than to the extratropical atmosphere. I will outl
some recent theory which provides a somewhat new pic
~though having many partial precedents in the literature! of
balanced tropical dynamics. In this picture, PV is demoted
importance, but is partly replaced at the core of the dynam
by another advected scalar which plays an active role in c
trolling the flow: atmospheric water vapor. Primarily, the a
tiveness of water vapor comes here through its effect
deep, precipitating convection, which heats the atmosph
This heating drives the flow, which in turn controls the wa
vapor distribution.

Length constraints preclude a review of the basic phys
of water vapor in the atmosphere, though this would be he
ful to the nonspecialist reader. Most of the relevant inform
tion has been summarized in a recent review article.3
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. BASIC EQUATIONS

We start by considering the ‘‘primitive’’~though hydro-
statically balanced! equations of dynamical meteorology4

The equations for potential temperature, specific humid
horizontal momentum, and mass conservation are, in
order:

Du

Dt
5QT , ~1!

dq

dt
5Qq , ~2!

du

dt
1 f k3u52¹F1F, ~3!

“H•u1r0
21 ]~r0w!

]z
50. ~4!

u is the potential temperature,u5T(ps /p)R/cp, with R
the gas constant for dry air andcp the heat capacity of dry ai
at constant pressure,p pressure andps a reference value o
the surface pressure,q specific humidity~mass of water va-
por per unit mass of air!, u horizontal velocity,¹ horizontal

gradient on pressure surfaces,F5*0
z* g dz* the geopotential

on a pressure surface~with z* geometric height of the sur
face andg gravitational acceleration!, F frictional forces,k
vertical unit vector. The Coriolis parameter,f 52V sinf,
with V the rotation rate of the earth andf the latitude. The
total derivative is defined

D

Dt
5

]

]t
1u

]

]x
1v

]

]y
1w

]

]z

with u5(u,v,w) the velocity components. The set~1!–~3! is
stated in a log-pressure vertical coordinate, which in prac
is close to geometric height. The lack of a time derivative
the mass conservation equation~4! is a consequence of th
coordinate surfaces’ having constant pressure and the
sumption of hydrostatic balance.r0 is a basic state density
assumed to be a function ofz only. To a reasonable approx
mation, by hydrostatic balancer0;exp(2z/H) where the
scale heightH5R^T&/g with ^T& a layer mean temperatur
over the troposphere andR the gas constant for air. In every
thing that follows we will make theb-plane approximation,
in which the horizontal coordinate is taken Cartesian anf
5 f 01by, with b, f 0 constants. At times we will conside
either the ‘‘f plane,’’ b50, or the ‘‘equatorialb plane,’’ f 0

50.
The right-hand sides of Eqs.~1! and ~2! represent

sources and sinks of heat and moisture due to unreso
processes, such as radiative transfer of electromagnetic
ergy, or to processes that are ultimately fluid-dynamical
are ‘‘sub-gridscale’’ with respect to some smoothing filt
that is implicitly understood to have been applied to t
equations, leaving second-order correlation terms in the
tered scales.5 We can write

QT5Qc1QR1Qdiff ,

whereQR represents radiative heating or cooling, andQc is
the apparent source of heat associated with buoyant m
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convection.Qc thus represents release of latent heat by c
densation of water vapor or freezing of liquid water as w
as subgridscale transports~generally considered to occur pr
marily in the vertical direction! of heat.Qq represents sub
gridscale transports of water vapor as well as loss
condensation.5 Qdiff represents diffusive or turbulent tran
port by motions not directly associated with deep convecti
We will assume that this term is only important in a shallo
planetary boundary layer~PBL! near the surface.

In addition to the interior source and sink terms whi
appear in Eqs.~1! and~2!, there are boundary fluxes of he
and moisture, referred to as the surface sensible heat flux
the surface latent heat flux or~equivalently! surface evapo-
ration. Over the tropical oceans, the surface sensible
flux is relatively small and can be neglected compared to
surface evaporation.

To obtain a closed dynamical system, we need toparam-
eterizethe source termsQc , QR , Qq , etc., as functions~or
functionals! of the large-scale state variablesT, q, u. Qc and
Qq in particular are determined by aconvective
parametrization,6 often the source of some controvers
Space precludes a detailed discussion of the parametriza
problem here, but a few useful textbooks and review v
umes exist.7–9 For our purpose the key property of mo
modern convective parametrizations is that they depend
large degree~sometimes exclusively! on the local vertical
profiles of T and q at a given horizontal location, as thes
variables determine the stability of the atmosphere to m
convection.

III. TROPICAL DYNAMICS

In the extratropics,f is large enough and the flow wea
enough that the Rossby number for large-scale flow is o
small,

Ro[
U

f L
!1,

with U, L the velocity and length scales. The dominant b
ance in the momentum equation is then geostrophic:

f k3u52¹F. ~5!

Using this and a couple of other assumptions as the bas
a consistent scale analysis, the quasigeostrophic equa
can be derived.2,4 These equations have only rotational so
tions, excluding inertia-gravity waves. They allow the ent
flow to be specified by the self-determined evolution of
single scalar, the potential vorticity, given appropriate bou
ary conditions.1 In addition to small Ro, the other key as
sumptions are that the Froude number~ratio of inertia to
stratification effects! be small, that the meridional lengt
scale of the motions not be too large (bL! f 0), and that the
right-hand side termsQT and F be small. IfQT can be en-
tirely neglected, the entire moisture equation~2! can be ne-
glected also, because it is only throughQT that q can influ-
ence the flow.

Close to the equator, quasigeostrophic theory fails. G
strophic balance expressed by Eq.~5! still holds to some
degree, but asf→0 as one approaches the equator,¹F
→0 also, because no other term in the momentum equa
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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453Chaos, Vol. 12, No. 2, 2002 Tropical atmospheric dynamics
is capable of balancing largeF gradients~except on the shor
time scales characteristic of gravity waves!. The Coriolis ef-
fect is not the strong constraint on the dynamics that it is
higher latitudes. Just as importantly, the character of
tropical circulation is strongly determined by the spatial a
temporal structure of the heatingQT , so that the assumptio
of dry adiabatic dynamics is inappropriate, even qual
tively. If we wish to define a balanced dynamics that is r
evant to the large-scale tropical circulation, it needs to
based on a different set of assumptions from those use
the extratropics.

Figure 1 shows several climatological January-me
fields according to recent observational estimates. Figu
shows precipitation,10 sea surface temperature~SST!,11 and
atmospheric temperature12 at a pressure of 500 hPa, i
midtroposphere. Precipitation~and henceQc!, is highly
structured in space. The SST pattern is broader in scale
upon examination bears a clear resemblance to the preci
tion; a warmer ocean surface appears to support more
The midtropospheric temperature, however, is nearly c
stant throughout the entire tropical belt~notice that the con-
tour interval for the bottom panel is half that for the midd
one!.

The smallness of the tropospheric temperature grad
follows from the smallness of¹F by hydrostatic balance
since given small surface pressure gradients~which apart
from hurricanes one can assume are also small in the tro
again becausef is small! the geometric height of a pressu
surface, which determinesF, is itself determined by the ver
tical integral of temperature from the earth’s surface up to
given pressure surface. Dynamically, the small geopoten
gradients~equivalent to small pressure gradients in geom
ric coordinates! result from the process of geostroph
adjustment.13 Given initial mass and flow fields which ar
not in geostrophic balance, gravity waves adjust them tow
a state which is. On thef plane, this adjustment takes a tim

FIG. 1. Climatological January mean fields of precipitation~upper panel,
mm d21!, sea surface temperature~middle panel, °C!, and temperature a
500 hPa~lower panel, °C!.
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of order f 21, and the balanced state eventually reached
characteristic length scaleLR5c/ f , wherec is the gravity
wave speed;LR is known as the Rossby deformation radiu
At the equator,LR becomes infinite, and thef-plane analysis
predicts that balanced pressure and and temperature v
tions will have infinite spatial scale. This is qualitatively co
rect for the zonal variations, which have very little amplitu
near the equator as Fig. 1 shows. The meridional struc
requires a little more explanation than thef-plane analysis
can provide. On the equatorialb-plane, we can heuristically
derive the natural meridional adjustment length scaleLb by
computing the latitude at which the distance from the equa
is equal to the localLR , using f 5by,

Lb5
c

bLb
,

and so arrive atLb5(c/b)1/2. This is of order 2000 km for
motions spanning the depth of the troposphere in the verti
and comes out as the natural meridional scale in both
linear equatorial wave problem14 and nonlinear axisymmetric
models of the overturning Hadley circulation in th
tropics.15,16

Temperature and pressure variations can therefore be
pected to~and do! have very little horizontal structure within
the tropics, for the same reason that such variations are
geostrophic balance with the winds outside the tropics. W
the adjustment is to a sustained convective heating ra
than an initial unbalanced anomaly, the process is someti
called ‘‘convective adjustment’’17 rather than geostrophic
adjustment, but there is no fundamental difference.

Given the smallness of temperature gradients, and tha
priori statement that the heatingQT is important in determin-
ing the flow, it follows that the dominant free-tropospher
balance—that is, excluding the PBL—on large scales in
~1! is

w
]u

]z
'Qc1QR . ~6!

The validity of the approximate equality~6! has been long
recognized, but its use as the dominant balance in a sys
atic scaling argument leading to a balanced dynamics is
sically quite recent, and it is this that we emphasize he
Some earlier studies18–21 formulated approximate reduce
equations for dry dynamics—that is,QT given, and no mois-
ture equation such as Eq.~2! included in the model—in
which Eq. ~6! was used as the temperature equation. Ot
studies have focused on the thermodynamics or ‘‘physi
which determineQc , QR , E, etc., in models which use Eq
~6! but do not solve real fluid dynamical, that is momentu
equations.22–28 That these two aspects of the problem ha
often been studied separately is presumably a reflection
the complexity of the moist problem, in which the source a
sink terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs.~1!–~4! are explic-
itly parametrized in terms of the large-scale state variableT,
q, etc.

It has been recently argued27,29,30 that the problem of
large-scale tropical moist dynamics can be significantly s
plified by the systematic use of Eq.~6!, which we call here
the weak temperature gradient~WTG! approximation. The
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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454 Chaos, Vol. 12, No. 2, 2002 Adam H. Sobel
essential idea is that for some applications, free-troposph
variations of temperature in the horizontal and in time
small enough to be neglectedboth on the left-hand side o
Eq. ~1!, and wherever they may appear in the parametriz
physics determining the right-hand sides of Eqs.~1! and~2!.
Writing these dependencies out~partly! explicitly, in general
we have

Du

Dt
5Qc~T,q,...!1QR~T,q,...!, ~7!

dq

dt
5Qq~T,q,...!, ~8!

where the dependencies on the right-hand sides may be
local in the vertical, so that for example the convective he
ing at one height generally depends on the entire vert
profile of T andq. Again we emphasize the dependence oT
andq as these are the primary variables to which most m
ern schemes respond. We expect convection to be most
sitive to the lower- and mid-tropospheric humidity~as op-
posed to the radiative greenhouse effect, for which upp
tropospheric humidity is most important3!. Under the WTG
approximation Eqs.~7! and ~8! become

w
]ū

]z
5Qc~ T̄,q,...!1QR~ T̄,q,...!, ~9!

dq

dt
5Qq~ T̄,q,...!, ~10!

where the overbar represents a horizontal average so thT̄,
ū are functions only ofz, and perhaps time, though for man
purposes we can take the tendency of the tropical mean
perature to be negligibly small. Now, givenT̄(z),
q(x,y,z,t), and the other parameters on whichQc and QR

depend, using mass conservation and boundary condit
~9! determines the horizontally divergent part of the flo
independentlyof the momentum equation. Equation~9! is a
balance approximation, analogous to Eq.~5!. As in quasigeo-
strophic theory, free inertia-gravity wave solutions are e
cluded when Eq.~9! is used in place of Eq.~1!. Physically,
this is no accident. Both approximations assume the g
strophic adjustment process to be instantaneous, the d
ence being only whetherf is large or small.

Of Qc and QR , it is the former which has the larges
variability in space and time and thus whose spatial and t
poral variations predominantly control the large-scale div
gent flow through Eq.~6!.

IV. APPLICATION I: SINGLE-COLUMN MODELING

The conceptually simplest application of WTG, and y
the most useful for understanding the basic idea and per
the most important in practice, is to single-column modeli
A single-column model~SCM! has a vertical dimension only
For our purposes such a model should be thought of a
single grid square of a global numerical model, and SC
can be used as such to test the physical parametrization
global models,31 though they have had other distinct app
cations in climate theory~e.g., Refs. 32 and 33!. Lacking a
Downloaded 22 May 2002 to 128.59.236.33. Redistribution subject to AIP
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horizontal dimension, and given the assumption of hyd
static balance in the vertical, a SCM has essentially no fl
dynamics as such, i.e., it cannot have a meaningful mom
tum equation. Nor does it have a closed mass budget in g
eral. It must be told what the rest of the atmosphere aroun
is doing, and in practice this has been done by specify
either the ‘‘large-scale’’ vertical velocity,w, or the entire ver-
tical advection terms, in Eqs.~1! and~2!, as well either speci-
fying or neglecting the horizontal advection terms. Becau
the dominant balance in the tropical free troposphere is
~6!, variations inQc are large compared to those inQR , and
the static stability]u/]z cannot change much due to th
atmosphere’s need to maintain approximate neutrality
moist convection,32,34,35this practice strongly constrainsQc ,
and thus also the precipitation, since by conservation of
ergy the mass-weighted vertical integral ofQc is just the net
latent heating from condensation in the column~which is
proportional to the precipitation if we neglect the storage
condensed water in the atmosphere, as we can to a firs
proximation!. This prevents one from using a SCM to unde
stand what controls tropical precipitation, independently
all the important issues involved in constructing the physi
parameterizations.

Sobel and Bretherton27 suggested enforcing Eq.~6! ex-
plicitly in a SCM, above a nominal boundary layer near t
surface. This eliminates temperature as a prognostic vari
in that region, so temperature must be specified there.
argument for this is that the temperature at a given vert
level in a limited horizontal area is constrained to be nea
the same as that at other locations in the tropics, by
large-scale nature of dynamical adjustment near the equ
discussed previously. This temperature is thus determine
the tropical mean heat budget, which is insensitive to p
cesses occurring in the limited area in question, assumin
is small in spatial extent compared to the rest of the glo
tropics ~and that the spatial distribution of the terms in t
heat budget is reasonably smooth so that there is not a
gularity at the location of our SCM!. The advantage to this
approach is thatw and henceQc and precipitation are now
true output variables, determined by model physics~through
the physics’ determination ofQT andQq interactively with a
fully prognostic moisture equation! rather than being directly
constrained by the inputs. A SCM run in this mode can
used to understand the influences that SST, surface w
speed and evaporation, radiative processes, and horiz
moisture advection can have on precipitation.

The influence of horizontal moisture advection is of pa
ticular interest here and is illustrated by Figs. 2 and
adapted from Ref. 27, to which the reader is referred
more details of the procedure than I present here. A partic
single column model, developed by Renno´ et al.,36,37 was
modified so that above a nominal boundary layer with top
850 hPa~this model is formulated in pressure coordinate
pressure decreases upwards from a surface value slig
greater than 1000 hPa, with 1 hPa5100 N m22!, the tem-
perature is fixed and the vertical velocity diagnosed from E
~6! as described previously.QT is determined using the con
vective parametrization of Emanuel38 and the radiative pa-
rametrization of Chouet al.39 Below 850 hPa, the tempera
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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455Chaos, Vol. 12, No. 2, 2002 Tropical atmospheric dynamics
ture is interactive, reflecting the fact that near the surfa
turbulent fluxes originating at the surface (Qdiff) overwhelm
the large-scale dynamical adjustment and tie the near-sur
air temperature to the local underlying surface temperatu

The upper panels of Fig. 2 show relative humidity~RH!
and pressure vertical velocity,v5dp/dt ~which is negative
for upward motion!, as a function of SST for a time
dependent simulation in which the SST is increased in t
at a rate comparable to that which would be experienced
lower boundary condition by a column of air traveling equ
torward with the eastern Pacific trade winds, starting in
subtropics. The initial condition is the steady-state solut
the model obtains, with no horizontal advection, for the i
tial SST of 23.5 °C.~This initial condition is different than
that used in the corresponding time-dependent calcula
shown by Sobel and Bretherton.27! This initial condition has
near-zero RH above 850 hPa, because downward mo
dries the atmosphere and without horizontal advection th

FIG. 2. Calculations done with a single column model in which the te
perature is fixed andv diagnosed from Eq.~6! above 850 hPa. Below 850
hPa temperature is interactive. Relative humidity~RH! and pressure vertica
velocity ~v! are plotted. The top panels show a single time-dependent
culation in which the SST is increased in time, while the bottom pan
show steady-state solutions reached for time-independent SST in the
range. Other parameters are identical in the two calculations. Further d
are in the text.

FIG. 3. Precipitation for the same set of calculations as in Fig. 2.
Downloaded 22 May 2002 to 128.59.236.33. Redistribution subject to AIP
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is no source to balance this drying. The lower panels sh
the corresponding steady-state solutions for each value
SST corresponding to those traversed by the time-depen
calculation. In the time-dependent calculation, the low valu
of RH persist to much higher SST than in the steady-s
calculations. This can be viewed as the effect of horizon
advection in a Lagrangian reference frame, assuming the
tire column moves with a uniform velocity~no vertical
shear!. This lower RH in the time-dependent calculatio
causesthe onset of precipitation~Fig. 3! and upward motion
@Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!# to be delayed to considerably highe
SST than in the steady calculations. The casual role of
humidity field can be inferred from the fact that nothing el
to which the convective and radiative parametrizations
sensitive differs in the two calculations~except for a small
difference the PBL temperature which can be shown to h
a secondary influence!. The free tropospheric temperatur
surface wind speed, and other parameters are all ident
but at any given SST the time-dependent calculation ha
‘‘memory’’ of the drier conditions corresponding to the lowe
SST upstream.

The vertical structure of the RH deserves some con
eration. Deep convection~here, parametrized! is certainly
sensitive to boundary-layer humidity, since this directly i
fluences the buoyancy of rising parcels. Boundary layer
differences between the two calculations are small but
insignificantly so. The free tropospheric RH, which sho
much greater differences between the simulations becau
adjusts more slowly to surface conditions~and does not ad-
just at all if there is no convection to communicate tho
conditions to the free troposphere!, also affects deep convec
tion, because entrainment of environmental air into clo
updrafts reduces their buoyancy by an amount that incre
as the environment gets drier. This mechanism, lo
known,40 has gained attention recently,26,41,42and some inter-
esting variations on it have been proposed.43,44 Its relative
importance in this model could be ascertained through s
sitivity studies, but certainly depends on the convect
scheme’s entrainment parametrization and this, in a
scheme, is highly uncertain at present. The relative imp
tance of boundary layer and free-tropospheric humidity
controlling convection therefore remains a fairly open iss

V. THE WTG APPROXIMATION IN THE
QUASIEQUILIBRIUM TROPICAL CIRCULATION
MODEL EQUATIONS

A. Equations

To arrive at a simple model of moist tropical dynami
which can illustrate the moisture/flow interaction in a mo
complete way, we consider the WTG approximation as
plied to models with highly truncated vertical structure b
full horizontal structure. The most well-developed examp
is the ‘‘quasiequilibrium tropical circulation model’
~QTCM!.45,46 Thus we assume single, fixed vertical bas
functions for temperature, humidity, and both horizontal a
vertical velocity, reducing the remaining dynamics to ess
tially two horizontal dimensions. The basis functions in t
QTCM are ‘‘tailored’’ to give empirically good solutions in

-
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s
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456 Chaos, Vol. 12, No. 2, 2002 Adam H. Sobel
the tropics and~relatedly! to be consistent with physical as
sumptions in the convective parametrization, and consis
with each other using basic constraints such as mass
energy conservation and hydrostatic balance.45 The moisture
basis function is heavily weighted toward the lower trop
sphere, so the appropriate measure of instability to conv
tion includes the effects of both PBL and free troposphe
moisture.

The reader is referred to the original papers for details
the QTCM formulation, which we follow here except th
some notation is streamlined and, since we do not attemp
compute solutions for realistic boundary conditions, we c
avoid being very specific about the physical parametri
tions. Reduction of the three-dimensional equations to
shallow-water system can also be done by other means,
is in fact familiar in tropical meteorology. An advantage
this particular equation set is that it has been coded in
explicit climate model with a consistent energy budget an
specific set of physical parametrizations—which are sim
but comparable in construction to those in more sophi
cated models—so that solutions exist which can be co
pared directly with observations.46

Here, we discuss the following set in which the WT
approximation has been made, meaning that we explic
drop all terms depending on horizontal temperature va
tions. We write the equations in vorticity-divergence for
since this captures the causality of the WTG system best.
obtain for the simplest ‘‘WTG QTCM’’ system:

M̄Sd5P~ T̄,q!1QR~ T̄,q,P!, ~11!

]z

]t
1v"¹~ f 1dz!1~dz1 f !d52az, ~12!

b̂S ]q

]t
1v"¹qD2Mqd5E~TS ,q,v!2P~ T̄,q!. ~13!

HereT is the heat capacity of air times the temperature,q the
latent heat of vaporization of water times specific humid
~so T and q have the same units of J/kg21, which is often
convenient!, andv the horizontal velocity, each function ofx,
y, t implicitly multiplying a basis function in the vertica
coordinate. The basis functions forT andq have a single sign
in the troposphere, while that forv changes sign once with
height, the sign in the above mentioned equations repres
ing its value in the upper troposphere. The constant coe
cientsd and b̂ arise from projection on the basis function
We have defined

d5¹"v,

z5¹Ãv,

andTS is the surface temperature~assumed given!. Here we
write P in place of Qc because all quantities can now b
viewed as vertically averaged in such a way that, since
temperature and moisture variables now have the same u
precipitation and convective heating are one and the sa
Additionally, horizontal diffusion terms have been neglect
and in Eq.~12!, vertical advection of momentum has be
neglected. Neglect of these effects is for simplicity only, a
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is not necessary for the theory.MS is the appropriate dry
static stability, proportional to]u/]z, while Mq is the ‘‘gross
moisture stratification,’’ proportional to]q/]z and in this
system a linearly increasing function ofq. ¹ in the above
represents the horizontal gradient only, anda is a constant
Rayleigh drag coefficient. Notice that the vertical veloc
does not appear explicitly in the above-mentioned equatio
by the assumption of a unique vertical structure it can
replaced byd because the two are uniquely related by ma
conservation.

B. Properties

The key approximation occurs in the temperature eq
tion, here Eq.~11!, in which tendency and horizontal adve
tion terms have been neglected as in Eq.~6!. Equation~11!
can be viewed as a Poisson equation for a divergent fl
potentialx, defined by¹2x5d, and so given boundary con
ditions this equation yields the divergent part of the flo
independently from the momentum budget. The divergencd
thus obtained from Eq.~11! drives the vorticity equation~12!
through the last term on the left-hand side of the latter. Af
solving another Poisson equation to obtain the stream fu
tion ~c, with ¹2c5z! and thus the rotational component ofv
from z, the entire flow is known and can be used in t
advection terms for moisture and vorticity on the next tim
step. The moisture equation couples to the rest of the dyn
ics by theq dependence ofP, QR , E.

The divergence equation~produced by taking the diver
gence of the momentum equation; not shown! is to a first
approximation not needed at all, but becomes a diagno
equation that can be used to estimate the small tempera
perturbation that has been neglected in Eq.~11!. The tem-
perature in this system thus plays a role analogous to tha
vertical velocity in quasi-geostrophy, a next-order correct
that can be inferred by a consistency requirement on
leading-order solution. This requirement shows that the
glect of temperature variations on the left-hand side of E
~11! is formally valid for length scales small compared toLR,
and time scales large compared tof 2 f , on anf plane.29 On
the equatorialb plane this needs some refinement, but
least for the steady linear problem the approximation d
not seem to induce qualitative errors.19,47 Validity of the ne-
glect of temperature perturbations in evaluatingP andR has
been addressed to some degree in a few studies.27,48,49Sev-
eral different versions of the dry WTG approximation, val
on different space and time scales, have been recently
rived by Majda and Klein.50

Dynamically, the system above is the shallow wa
equations, but with the divergence determined by an ad
tional scalar variable~q! with its own conservation equation
rather than by the interaction of the momentum equat
with a free-surface mass conservation equation. The elim
tion of the latter interaction is what removes gravity wav
~and, on the equatorialb plane, Kelvin and mixed Rossby
gravity waves! from the system. The system contains tw
scalars, vorticity and moisture, which are advected by
flow and which in turn feed back on the flow, as opposed
the one, PV, in quasigeostrophic dynamics.~Under WTG,
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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because the temperature and hence stratification are hor
tally constant at leading order, PV contains no informat
beyond what vorticity does. As a result there is no point
using PV per se within WTG and so we phrase our ar
ments in terms of vorticity.! In this and other respects, ou
system bears a strong formal similarity to the ‘‘zero Ma
number equations’’51,52 of combustion theory. Both arise a
asymptotic limits which, in the adiabatic limit, would yiel
nondivergent flow~three-dimensional in the zero Mach num
ber case, two-dimensional in the WTG case53!. In both cases
the retention of the source terms at leading order inst
yields an equation in which the source terms directly yi
the divergence, which in turn drives a vorticity equatio
yielding the total flow which advects constituents that a
dynamically active through their effect on the source ter
~moisture here, combustible species in the combustion ca!.

Here, neither vorticity nor moisture is generally we
conserved.z is modified by both vortex stretching and fric
tion, while q is strongly affected by vertical motion~ex-
pressed here byd!, as well asE and P. Nonetheless the
horizontal advection terms in Eqs.~12! and ~13! can be im-
portant, as illustrated above in the SCM results.

C. Behavior

The dry WTG shallow-water system, that is, a syst
equivalent to that given previously but with a given righ
hand side to Eq.~11! and no moisture equation, appears
provide a fairly good approximation to the steady line
~‘‘Gill’’ 54! problem on the equatorialb plane19,47 ~that is,
f 050, f 5by!, which at first glance is surprising since th
Kelvin wave, eliminated by WTG, is often thought to be
important component of the solution to that problem. Ide
ized shallow-water models of the nonlinear axisymme
Hadley circulation55 seem also to survive the WTG approx
mation with their key properties intact.

These dry solutions just show that the WTG approxim
tion does not do major damage to previously we
understood, classic results in tropical dynamics. Interes
new behavior is more apparent when we consider the sys
with an interactive moisture equation. A first example of th
is the linear wave modes which arise when the backgro
state has a constant latitudinal moisture gradient.29 Indepen-
dent evidence for similar or related modes has been see
three-dimensional, nonlinear numerical simulations of
traseasonal tropical variability.56,57 These modes result from
interactions between the moisture field, divergence, and
tational flow, and owe their existence to the horizontal mo
ture advection term.

Linearizing Eqs.~11!–~13! on the ‘‘midlatitude’’b plane
~the equatorialb plane would be more appropriate, b
makes the analysis more complex—by adding a noncons
coefficient—without fundamentally altering the essent
wave dynamics! f 5 f 01by, and assuming a basic sta
moisture gradient]q̄/]y5bq but no basic state flow, we
obtain

M̄Sd85
q8

t
, ~14!
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]t
1v8b1 f 0d852az8, ~15!

b̂S ]q8

]t
1v8bqD2M̄qd852

q8

t
. ~16!

t is a ‘‘convective time scale,’’ typically hours to day
but essentially a free parameter for our purposes. We h
neglected perturbations inE andR for simplicity. These can
be quite important in generating tropical atmospheric va
ability, but have been studied to a significant extent in ot
contexts58–62 and we wish to focus on another process he

Assuming solutions proportional to exp@i(vt2kx2ly)#,
we obtain a dispersion relation whose low frequency root
be approximated by

v5
k~ f 02Lqb!

LqK21 i ~ l 1A21bk!
. ~17!

In this K25k21 l 2 and Lq5M̄bq , where M̄5M̄S2M̄q is
the mean gross moist stability,22,45 is a length scale assoc
ated with the moisture gradient, and the constantA

5bq /tM̄Sb̂. These waves arise from interaction between
moisture, vorticity, and divergence fields. A moistu
anomaly creates a precipitation and hence a diverge
anomaly, which over a time scalef 0

21 spins up a vorticity
anomaly; both the rotational and divergent flow anomal
advect the mean moisture and~planetary! vorticity gradients
to propagate~and possibly damp or amplify! the moisture
and vorticity anomalies.

The coupling between the two active scalars can be s
by considering, first, the uncoupled ‘‘dry’’ caseq850, where
the dispersion relation is that of the barotropic Rossby w

v5
2bk

K2 , ~18!

and then the coupled moist case, but on thef-plane b50,
where Rossby waves do not occur and for low frequenc
we have

v5
f 0k

LqK21 i l
. ~19!

Equations~18! and ~19! are quite similar in form. Equation
~19! allows growth and decay whereas Eq.~18! characterizes
only neutral modes, but forl 50 the expressions are the sam
up to constants. For moisture decreasing poleward in
basic state, the moisture wave propagates eastward wher
Rossby~vorticity! wave propagates westward. In the mo
general case where Eq.~17! holds, the propagation dynamic
of the vorticity and moisture anomalies fight against ea
other and we get cancellation between the two terms in
numerator. Estimating the degree of cancellation from
rameters consistent with observations is not entirely triv
but it appears it is significant, to the degree that the sign
well as magnitude of the phase speed is indeterminate. To
extent there are unstable modes, the cancellation will red
their growth rates. The instabilities~due only to the moisture
wave dynamics! are at low wave numbers in any case, a
the b-effect may well push them to scales larger than
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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circumference of the earth, so that no instability will actua
be present although a weakly damped mode could still
excited by other processes.

The nonlinear behavior of the above system has so
only been studied in the very simplified context of t
‘‘Walker circulation,’’ in which f 50, the domain is symmet
ric in y and therefore the problem is one-dimensional, a
steady solutions are sought, with the circulation driven
spatial structure in the lower boundary condition~in the sim-
plest case, SST! which influencesE.49 A particularly impor-
tant nonlinearity, besides the advective ones, results from
fact thatP cannot be negative. A key property of the soluti
is the size of the convective region, defined as the reg
where P.0. Although the horizontal moisture advectio
term is generally smaller in magnitude than the domin
terms in the moisture budget~E, vertical advection orMqd,
andP!, it nonetheless plays an important role in determin
the size of the convective region, reducing it significan
over what the local energetics would by themselves de
mine by bringing dry air into regions of high SST and su
pressing rainfall there as seen in Figs. 2 and 3.

Additional nonlinear behavior is expected to result f
the two-dimensional, equatorial beta-plane casef 5by,
when the lower boundary condition has two-dimensio
structure~as in observations! and transients are considered

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

One can derive balanced dynamical equation systems
tropical atmospheric dynamics, based on the WTG appr
mation and including explicit moisture equations and co
vective parametrizations. Water vapor is dynamically act
in any case—whether temperature variations are retaine
not—but the WTG approximation brings it to the fore b
eliminating other effects ~gravity waves, baroclinic
instability29!. In our balanced tropical system there are tw
scalars, vorticity and moisture, which are advected a
which influence the flow, as opposed to one, the poten
vorticity, in extratropical, near-adiabatic balance models s
as quasigeostrophy. The WTG system has a particularly c
mathematical analogy with the zero Mach number equati
of combustion theory.51,52

The physical and mathematical ramifications of the id
presented previously have only begun to be worked out
our examples either the vertical or horizontal dimension
removed, and not all important physical effects are includ
Implementation of WTG in three spatial dimensions, w
‘‘full physics,’’ presents a range of interesting problem
There are fundamental ones, such as determining the co
tions of validity of the WTG approximation~especially when
moist physics is explicitly included! and developing higher
order extensions. There are also practical ones, such as
ing the equations~analytically or numerically! for realistic or
idealized boundary conditions and forcings and comparin
observations or more exact models. Since there are se
fundamental nonlinearities in the system, a rich spectrum
behavior is expected, and the results should have some
evance to practical questions in the major and growing fi
of global climate studies.
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